The biggest Santa’s helper you ever saw
Bigger, meaner, greener
Grab your shovel and head for the dry lakebed
Remake of the 1976 body-switching original: "__ Friday"
"Rugrats ___ ___" and meet The Wild Thornberrys
Second film of the series: "__ Reloaded"
Frodo saves Middle Earth: "The __ of the King"
Steve Martin’s twelve kids: "__ by the Dozen"
Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson: "Shanghai __"
"X2" with the return of Professor Xavier and his __
Pooh’s smallest friend makes it big: "__ Big Movie"
Jim Carrey has the power: "Bruce ___"
Marsupial madness down under: "__ Jack"
Live action, big screen version of J.M. Barrie’s classic
Teenage covert government "Agent ______"
"Master and __: The Far Side of the World"
Superhero story with Ben Affleck
"The League of Extraordinary ___"
Amanda Bynes invades the U.K.: "What a ___ ___"
"Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the ___ ___"
Sequel to the 1967 Disney classic: "The ___ ___ 2"
Disney animated feature with ursine siblings
Dr. Seuss classic hits the big screen
Underwater computer-animated child rescue
Tom Cruise honors Japanese culture: "The ___ ___"
Neo finally defeats Agent Smith: "Matrix ___"
Eddie Murphy watches the kids
Class is in session with teacher Jack Black